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Like the commercial during the break.
What does the left side represent in Total Biology?
Parents and children in a righthanded person.
Daughter has MS
I have peripheral neuropathy.
Drops potentially will help everything because they make
perfect cells.
ReMag could be added for MS and peripheral neuropathy.
I've written about this in my blog and in The Magnesium
Miracle.
Would be good to get whole completement line to make all
your cells happy.
Testimonials from other people who have gotten their mind
out of the way.
Also great information to learn about how your body functions.
Individualized because of interaction with unique genome.
People want product to work for them with their own health
and their own concerns.
Super sugar in RNA Drops.
Helps to digest the sugars in your body.
10 tsps of sugar in soda
This uses up all your magnesium.
Less craving of sugar, alcohol, preservatives.
Sugar makes energy.
6 of 10 steps require magnesium.
Makes ATP which is dependent magnesium.
On all the products but keep forgetting to take RNA Drops
Wake up after 2-3 hours of sleep; fast heart rate; higher BP
Goes away after belching.
Taking Afib medications.
It sounds like it's a yeast factor.
Keep the RNA Drops out of the frig and start rubbing them
on your arms.
Go on a natural antifungal.
Build up of fermentation and gas, that presses up on your
diaphragm, irritates heart, and heart activates with increased
pulse rate.
Lemon juice and water in the morning.
Good probiotic.
Meds could also be too much for you now.
Medication has 6 fluoride molecules. Will burn your
magnesium up.
Feudal Age analogy to chemical science
Cipro Toxicity
Tendon rupture.
Fluoride in Cipro kills magnesium.
Causes muscle aches and spasms.
If you let spasms go on long enough, you could tear your
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tendon.
Starting ReLyte and getting dizzy spells
The dizzy spells diminished with more water.
Call-In solution blew me away.
All of a sudden, nothing is happening.
Whatever ReLyte was doing, it's all cleaned up now.
Body is going through transition; toxins being dumped out of
the cells; don't have enough fluid, it's going to backup.
Nice to have a sign this product works.
RNA Drops and pet care
Email testimonials on wound healing.
Experiment with pet product in powder form.
Nothing but good results with clinical trials so far.
Appears to be safe to put 1 or 2 drops in their water.
Ginney's three dogs get their Drops in water.
Nikki, her friend, had a dog with chest congestion.
She phoned me in a panic. Mentioned she could do something
with the Drops.
She gave him 2-3 drops in his water bowl and 48 hours later,
he was fine.
What is the best time to take magnesium?
I have heard it can slow down assimilation of other food,
supplements, and medicine.
Slow release with B1 and B6 formulation and use epsom salts
baths.
Magnesium is a food. It works with or without other food.
Being around other medicine, take your meds and don't take
anything for a couple of hours afterwards.
Chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia
Replay

Thank you for telling me what's going on.
I'm not freaked out any more.
Bless you, Dr. Dean.
Amalgam filling removed
Help with detoxing process.
If you have more than six surfaces of mercury filling, it can
create a toxic buildup.
Choose a doctor that know what they are doing - takes the
mercury out of chunks.
Use oxygen, strong suction and vacuum.
Take the products first for awhile and see how you feel.
If I run out of ReAline, can I substitute MSM.
Short term or forever
No methylated B Vits in MSM.
I could see a substitution short term, yes.
Long term, no.

ReAline takes out the trash.
Have your body make the decision for you.
RNA Drops for cataracts.
Eye wash every day?
Yes.
Saline is much less irritating than tap water.
Not much blood supply near the cataracts, so I don't know
how much magnesium gets to the eye.
1-2 drops ReMag with 1 RNA Drops in saline solution in eye cup.
Chipped teeth and enamel growing back. ReMag?
No RNA Drops.
RNA Drops is individual. It's not about amount.
6 drops in the morning.
What happens if you take 7 drops?
Irritability; feet get stiff; ammonia smell.
Doesn't feel right.
Can't increase magnesium any more. Already loose.
What do you want to achieve. You're not ready for more
in your mind, so your body isn't ready for it, either.

